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ABSTRACT

Informtion is given on the part played by the sun,
earth's surface, and atmophere in the heat balance of our
planet. Folloving a general survey of solar and terrestrial
radiation, includi n the emissivity and reflectivity of
various terrestrial features (clouds, land masses, ocee-s),
an estImate is made of the planeta 7 radiation received by
a satellite radiometer in five spectral channels covering
the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared spectral regions.
The wavelengths and purpose fr selecting each of the
channels is givenbwj,:

jl) 0.2 - 5.3 7-- m4 (total abedo of the earth)
2 8 - 30 MIc2 C emlission from the earth)

3)microns and cloud emssion)
.-W- 0.75 micrs cloud c- .)

5 -6.9 microns tropopauae temperature)

The signal-to-noise ratios associated with the received
rAation in each channel, using bolceters such as those
in TIROS 31 and IM are %M Includd.
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RADIATION FRO4 PLLN EAT

flINODUCTION

The advent of artificial earth satellites has made possible the de-
tailed, direct, rapid, and wide coverage measuremnt of terrestrial and
reflected solar radiation to space. A suitable radiometer orbiting the
earth can be used to 4eternine such phenomena as the albedo of various
. 9f the earth's surface and cloudb, the self-emission of the earth's

-v'trface and atmosphere, cloud cover, and tropopause temperatures. To do
-his the radiation received by the sat llite radiometer must be divided into
ifferent spectral regions. We shall divide the radiation into five regions
.r channels with a separate detector (bolimeter) for each channel as was

done for the radiometer used in TIROS II. The wavelength ranges and
immediate purpose of each channel is listed below.

(1) 0.2 - 5.5 microns (total earth albedo)
(2) 8 - 30 microns (tota.L emission)
(3) 8 - 12 microns (surface cloud emission)
() 0-55 - 0.75 microns (cloud cover)
(5) 5.5 - 6.9 microns (tropopause temperature)

TD.e reason for using these spectral regions for the purposes mentioned is
explained in the discussion.

To intelligently interpret the wealth of information anticipated by
such satellite radiometers it is essential to understand the contributions
made by the sun, earth's surfaceand atmosphere in the five spectral
regions through which the radiometer receives the radiation. This report
vwi 1 supply bo)th general information on solar and terrestrial radiation and
details on the amount of radiation which should be received in each of the
five spectral regions.

DCZSION

Beat Balance of the Earth

As is well kmr-r., the svi, is the priL.xr, source of en. , for the
earth. Our planet rec-ives a ftinuous sur'-ij or 1.16 'x l1' watits of
power from the sun. 0. this ea-u- 65% is absorbed by the earth' surface
and atmosphere; the rem!.ining 35% is reflected back to space. The solar
irradiation at nordal incidence just outside the atmospherc at he mean
solar distance (92,900,000 miles) is called the solar constant, and is
0.140 watts/cm2 or 2.00 cal/cm2 ,/minute. The varying solar distance
througho %t th- year causes the irradiation to change by as much as 3.5%
from the mean. Solar activity c produce 'luc-.uations of 1.5% in the
solar constant. In addition to these relat'vely small variations, the
amount of solar ,-idiation that reaches a partic" lar portion of the earth's
surface va ies with the solar angle -:. elevation and atmospheric conditions.

_. . . . .



tf the at -sphere were completely transparent to solar radiatio the
irr.adiation H on a horizontal element of area on the eart's surface could
be expressed as

2
r . S c nr. - scoae, (i)

r

r mean earth-sun distance

r - actual. earth-sun distance

a solar zenith angle (complement of solar elevation angle)

S = solar constant.

For a ccnpletely transparent atmosphere the rerion with the largest midday
irradiation would, not necessarily receive the largest wount )f energy over
the course of a Wy. In fact, at the sumer solstice in zte nort:i latitudes
the North Pole with its 24 hours of daylight would receive the maximum
daily insolation.* This is not actually the case, however, since the at-
aosplaere is less transparent to solar radiation at larger zenith angles.
This subject is discussed further in the next section.

T-s spectral distribution of solar radiation resembles that of a
blackbody at 5800 K. Over 99% of solar radiation is contained in the wave-
length region between 0.2 and 5.5 microns. The earth's surface radiates
Like a tlackbody also, but at a much lower temperature (between about 220 K
ani 320 K depldng on the geographical location at the time). Even at a
temperature of 320 IC less than 4% of the earth's surface radiation lies
below 5.5 microns. In addition, some of this radiation is absorbed by the
"itmosphere. The atmosphere emits radiation to space almost like a black-
body at temperatures which are generally lower than that of the surface.
I6 is therefore not difficult to distinguish between terrestrial and re-
flected solar radiation.

The atmosphere plays a dcminant rnle in the energy which is radiated
to space because of its scattertug, reflering (by clouds), -qiating, and
selective absorption propertie, it absortos . 17% aL scat-.ers ,r
reflects out about 31% of solar :.iation. An additional 40 is reflected
back to space by the earth's surface. Of thd vutgoing terrestrial
radiation (to space), 86% comes .rm the atmosphere; 14% ccmes directly
from the earth's surface. These are avcrage figures for the earth as a

*Insolation is defined as the solar irra atica at the earth's surface,
includiLg both direct and sc ttered retdiatinn. Daily insolation is the
total solar enerE received per unit .aorizontal area over the course of
24 hours.
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whole, assuming a mean ClVZ cover of 5-%. The major atmospheric absorber
of infrared radiation is water vapor. Carbon dioxide and, to a lesser
extent, ozone also absorb i the infrared region. Although there are many
other atmospheric absorbers they are relatively unimportant for our
purposes here.

In the absence of clouds, the atmosphere transmits radiation in cer-
tain spectral regions with little absorption. These region - are called
at.-ospheric windows and will be discussed in more detail later. Even when
nc zlouds are present the atmosphere is opaque to surface radiation except
!4 %he e-13 micron window. Within this window there exists a strong but
.,ro: ozone abs,;tioa b .nd whlch does not -adically change the total
amount of energy passing through.

A sumnary of the heat budget of the earth is given in Table 1. The
incoming solar radiation which is averaged over the entire surface of the
earth is 35. mw/cm2 or S/4.* From the table it can be seen that the
earth's surface emits more radiation than the earth receives from the sun.
However, most of the surface radiation is absorbed by the atmosphere and
reradiated back, similar to the action of glass in a 6reenhouse which
passes solar radiation but is opaque to the long-wava earth radiation.

The value for evaporation sbr~wn in Table 1 is based on a global
,+ean precipitation of 100 cm per year. The method of computation is shown
in Appendix 4. The value listed for eddy currents was found indirectly by
equating the total outgoing and incoming (absorbed) surface radiation.
Some of the long-wave atmospheric radiation striking the earth's surface
is reflected back (the earth has a mean absorptivity of .93 in the long
wave region). However, nearly all of this reflected radiation is absorbed
by the atmosphere. The atmospheric radiation to the earth's surface shown
in the table is the net value. The other values shown in Table 1 are
discussed in grtzater detail in the following sections.

Solar Radiation and Reflection

1. Variation of Insolation with latitude

The direct solar spectral irradiation (power per unit wavelength
per unit area) on a horizontal portion of the earth's surface when the sun
is directly overhead (e 0 0) can be expressed by

r2r

(0)dX m a (2)

r

*If r is the radius of the earth, then the solar radiation intercepted
by tI,! eaa-th is xr2S. Since the surface area of the earth is 4xr"- the
average solar irradiation, taken over e e eerth's surface is

wrS S
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TA-=LE I

HEAT BUDGET OF THE EART

PL,', ARY BALAU:CE

AV-AGE nCc*,a P.:iVTON PLUMARY RADIATION TO SPACE

Scattered or reflected by
atmosphere 10.9

Reflected by surface 1.3
35.0 rrw/an2  Direct radiation by surface 3.2

Radiatja by -roposphere 18 .6
Radiated by stratosphere 1.0

35.0

SURFACE BALUCE

RADIATION ABS0RE D BY SURFACE VIA HEAT LEAVITM SURFACE VIA

Direct Solar radiation 8.7 Surface emission 33-5
Trszsion tb.-ough clouds 4.9 Evaporation (latent heat
:ltar atmospheric scattering 1.8 transfer) 7..i
Atmospheric rasa&ation ?2.3 Eddy currents (tutbulence) 1.0

ATMOSPHERIC EALMACE

BEAT ABSORBED w All% VIA ATMOSP RIC RADIATION TO

Solar radiation 3pace
a. troposphere 5.2 a. troposphere 18.6
b. stratsphere 1.0 b. stratosphere 1.0
:. clouds 1.2 Earth's surface

Surface emission 35.7 51.9
Evaporaticn 7.8
Eddy currents 1.0

NCTE: ?'.rbers shcun are average valuee iz ..wlcm2 asswiinr a
mean cloud cover of 5L and a ---rf ace albedo of.90.
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where qois the zenith atmospheric transmissivity at wavelength X. S~ is
the mean solar spectral irradiation at X Just outside the atmosphere, e
solar constant is related to S. by

S fs,dX. (3)

Fz- sclar zenith angles geater than 0 the direct spectral irrediation at
'.t. suriace is closeLy approximated by

r;
TT (X )dx = % Scose X\., ()

r

where q% is the monochromatic transmission through the atmosphere at zenith
angle e and is related to q7,0 by

Mq% -"q)o,

where m is the optical air mass. If 8 is not close to 90J and the portion
of the earth's surface is at sea level, then

M = seC1. (6)

The value of m gi'ven by Eq6 (6) is called the uncorrected air mass. 'When
O is greater than about 75 a corrected air mass figure, given in Appendix
1, should be used. Except where otherwise mentioned, we shal assume that
O is small enough so that Eq. (6) may be used with little error. If the
surface is not at sea level then

m - m sece, (7)

we- m 0is the optical air .a for the zerni.," path from the 3urface to
ipa~ce.

The total direct solar irradiation for zenith angle r9 can be found by
integrating E ,(o) over all wavelengths

cos
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integration of H (e) with respect to time over the course of a day gives the
daily direct beam insolatiLn D;

D - f 1 (9) dt. (9)

r curves of QD as a function of latitude and time of year for
-* , C.7 can be found ia reference 3. OLng to the fact that r is larver

Lug the north simr than during the south simer, the Southern
"'7rdsphere receives almost 7% more solar radiation on December 22 than the
.czther= Hemisphere receives on June 22. In the absence of an ai.uosphere
the North Pole would receive the maximu, daily Insolation during June and
July; however, because of the atmosphere, it actually receives the minimum
in the Northern Hemisphege. The maximunmdaly insolation during these
months occurs betv .en 30 and 40 north latitude.

2. Atmospheric Depletion of Solar Radiation

The selective nature of atmospheric absorption of s 8 lar radiation
can be seen in Fig. 1. The solar radiation curve for e a 60 is based on
values given in Ref. 4. Atmospheric absorption below 0.3 microns is due to
ozone, oxygen, and nitrogen. The ozone region (ozonosphere) is distributed
mainly between altitudes of 10 and 40 ka, the strongest ozone concentration
varying, in the middl latitudes, between a low of about 13 In in late winter
to a high of abnut 30 1= in late sumer.5 The amount of ozone in a vertical
column varies between about 0.2 atm-m* to 0.4 st-cn. O the average,
slightly les than three percent of the Inmting solar radiation is absorbed
in the ozonosphere.

Since ther are no strong absorption bands in the visible region of the
spectrum, attenuation of solar radiation in this region is due almost
entirely to scattering or reflection from clouds. Mare than half of, this
sac.-tered radiation reaches the surface in the form of sky light. Because
atmospheric scattering of solar radiation is reater for the shorter wave-
lengths, more of the blue end of the spectrum is scattered out of the
incident sunlight tha. the red end, giving the sky its characteristic color.

The greatest amount of abs• ". solar anexar.a es in the infrared
region. The identities of som " he more intense atmospheric infrared
absorption bends of importance fnr our discussion are listed In Table 2.
Beyond the carbon dioxide band centered at 15 &icrons the atmosphere is
practically opaque to infrared radiation because of water vapor
absorption. Between 16 and 23 microns there azist a "dirty window" filled

* e r of atm-eu is the length !n centmaters of a column of g s
at NITP.

6
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:7

I:!

WAVELENGTH (m;CRON)

Fic.l.. So1l.r and terrostrial radiation.leltd oaEs4ttl*xtrdaio
tospc values shaild be divided by' r to obtain t..o r&iance for ,Aeh cuce. T Is

tkae surface temperature and T? is the effect.ve rad: .tine air. te-yperat~ue*
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TABLE 2
!%UA1ED ATMOSPHEIC ABSORPTION BANDS

Absorpzsiz Wavelength Identity of Relative

Pet-, (=icrons) Absorber Intensity

.72 y mediu

.78 02 strong

.94 H20 strong

1.13 y strong

1.3a 320 strong

1.37 H20 strong

_ CO medium

-.05 CO2  medium

2.06, 2.74 E20 strong

Z.69, 2.77 CO2  mediuz

3.17 H20 medi m

C02  strong
6.3 H'O strong

9.6 03 strong

CO., strong

•ith many water - :soj. absorption lines. TrWasission data in this region
=re included in a report by Yates and Taylor who made measurements in the
infrared region between the visible and 25 microns. From the data shown in
the report it appears that transmission 1n the 16 to 23 micron region can
be ignorec when dealinZ with precipitable water paths greater than about
1 .-. Because of the sun's spectral distribution, the amount of solar
energy absorbed by the atmosphere in the spectral region beyond 5 micron
is relatively small. This is not true for atmospheric absorption of earth
surface radiation.

Dust, smoke, and salt parti 'es also abscb (and scatter) solar
radiation. The amount of absorp-u, is variable bit usually not very great
except when the sun is near the horizor. Houghton accounts for depletion
of solar radiation by dust, smoke, and salt particles by assuming a dust
transmission of (0.95) ,where m is the optical air mais. This transmission
expression includes the effects of both absorption and scattering. Of the
total dust iep]etion of solaa radiation London" assumes that 1/4 is
absorbed, 1/4 Is scattered back, and 1/2 is -:attired forward. A large
portion of solar radiation scattered by an w. "louded atmosphere is caused
by 3aylei.h scettt ing, which is highly wavelengt' dependent (the scautering

8



coefficient is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the wavelength).
This phenomenon exists when the aerosol particle size is much smaller than
the radiation "velength. Particle diameters less than 1/10 wavelength are
sufficient to allow use of Rayleigh's scattering formula, according to
which the intensity of the scattered radiation is proportional to
(I + cos2A),vhere A is the angle between the scattered and incident
directions. For Rayleigh scattering, therefore, the total radiation
scattered in the forward direction is equal to the total radiation scattered
backward. Rayleigh scattering occurs for all small particles (compared to
the wavelength) including air molecules. As the particle bize approaches
Lhe wavelength, the Rayleigh theory breakg down and, amon other chsnves,
the scattering becomes mort diectional in favor of the forward direction.
For water droplets (whiqh are about as large or larger than +$e wavelengths
considered here) London0 assumes three times more scattering forvard than
tckward. We shall aume that of the solar radiLiv, 6 cuLtered by all
constituents of a cloud-free atmosphere about 40% is s ittered back to
space, on the average.

A schematic sumary of atmospheric depletion of solar radiation is
shown in Fig. 2. Incident solar radiation averaged over the entire surface
of the earth is taken as 100 units (equivalent to 33 mw/cm2 ). Included in
the diagram are absorption and reflection values at the earih's surface. .

numbeis shown are average values integrated over all angles (during
daylight).

S/3 ' Outer Atmosnhere 1 l0O1/

7 Tropopause 1 4~6 5/
97 ', /97

60 0

/

Sky W7 Overcast

Fig. 2. Depletion of solar radiation. (a) Clear sky condition.
(b) Average overcast condition, assumi a mean cloud albedo of

0.55. Circled numbers indicate bsorytiou; uncireled numbers
indicate scattering or reflection. Dashed lines signify
scatterng. The mean surftce albedo is assumed to be .10.
To average over all weather conditioab multiply tropospheric
figures shown in (a) by .1 and in (b) ty .54.



Albe4o of the Earth

.:ibetz is a ter= used to describe the reflecting power of a
"o :.' r portion thereof. $ ince the reflectivity of a material is

.-" ....... e ;.h n.. t is not .uzusual to find differing albedo
U-2, in -.- ultavi.et, visual, and infrared regions of the spectrum.

.e t:.t. albaio is defined as the iatio of the total power (over all
'e . refectel to the total incident power. Since the reflectivity

of a z-"ce also iepeals upon the anale of incidance, the albedo of a flat
", ..il z.t be tLe sa=.e ns that of a sphere =ad- of the same material.

",-e e--- heica albedo is used when referrin- to a p! let as

- .:. uir h i; frc the reflenting po-wer )r albedo of a portion
et_ . . e sateli2ite radiometer we have in Laind views a

S- --'.- :za~. portiol zf the earth at .ny instant, it is important to
..*:...: e. Unless otherwise specified the albedo of aiu-'.:: -3-:_. . , =1 incienc - *

el .. j ....2tatos v-ealbl at'. uoz-'.Lein

.... -.-' varicu srr ral features is &.ven : Table 3. The
. ;-aa-' l es :e .. l e simplifying assumption that water

. Cl -I axe (or a 2.ax-e s'a.:' ' distributed about the earth. Since
s scatter-'. !.creaze ':.  ncreasing vaveler. th it is not. sur-

r;lr ...... f4-,-4 t"hat '., ,ra-'i:.: :p:erical albedo is the largest and the
.:d ,he s wa of *r.e t: --2 Zpecral albedos shown in Table *a). In

n seeive ab pon L.-" -le surface and atmosphere further reduces
val.e cf the infrareidalhe;.

ALE0 OF VAIOUS SAITH ?EaTtPM

,, L-A A D ,TERLL ALBEDO

Grass .1!.- .I 7 Forest, Green .03 - .10
Earth, Dry .0: - .14 Sea '.ater, Average .09 S
Earth, *:et .D5 - .09 'Whole Surface, Av. .10 S
' (Desert) . - .2 ..hole Earth, UV .50 S
Zncw, Fresh .80 - .90 1"hole Earth, Visible .40 S
2 ^o-, CId .45 - .70 Whole Earth, L .28 S
3ck .I- - .1; Vhole Earth, Total .35 S

Solar :enith .nile (Dei) 0 40 50 60 70 80 35
,tlTeio .03 .03 .04 .0 .12 .25 .40

(a) Ul-:ios of co;. :, tyle.3 of lani surfaces, sea .
ani the ex.rth s3 a Ahole, inzluling the atm~sphere. 9 2

T' ' letter Z fta'r.r the niatarical value inlicates spherical
albr-.tz. (b) 2.'belo zf sea water as a function -f the
.c5ar zenith a-n le.13

40



AIbed, measurements off sal sections of the earth tsaken vith the
rnlioneter will vary noticealbly as the satel Iite or -its the earth. :n
a, -ition t3 th= variable surface altelc there is a very w;ide ra-Ce :fcloud
albedios, dependii. zn, drop siz-e distribution and 2.i.uid water content, rhe
variation in allbed: for different cloud typer"s is scvn ini Table -4. Althou4.-
an albedc of C%.3 &5waz zbserved in a fewz instances i.t seems to be the
exce)t ion rat'her than the rule. The average a.1bedo f or str .tus clxut- =or2
zlz= 1,030' feet r. ka fcund to be slitty less tan 0.'70.
zver' all clouds Firitz ' eszinates the =ean :I.cui acelc to be 0.55.

-. . onda mean stratus clozd abs cr, tivit:. cf about 0.07. This
.. a .. aicl-;I.-I .s r asvty-pcty > luctua-

me be **r...-. . 7=, a. 10,lr~ .L-- c~eise clcu
is :ossibe to ha.e a 4iL. ..ze tr=....issi*vi-.: -,f oA'a fe... ercent.

CILUD ALBED0S

lTr:~arze, dense cloudis .7
(visible light) Dense clcu;I, quite c-:a Ue

"n.zae c2.cu:1, near.,- op;q.-e .4

Fritz (total Stratc..uus, over-c:t Z,;
'Iradiation, Altostratus, occasional

extensive breaks..7-
systems) A.ltostratus, overcast ;

Cirrostratuas and aJltostratus ;-

Cirrostratus, overcast .4"- .50

smsTTU Cmom T!iflTzSs (FET OF ALBEDOS

b Ieater than 1,0O0 C:0

Less than 500 .13 -. 5

(a) Averaze albedos of various cloud types.-
(b) Variation in a.Lbedo for stratus clouds of different
tbicknesses .l

Terrestrial Rad iation

1. Variatioz, with Latitude,

simpsom'I5,105 comutations for the terrestrial radiation to spat-e
at various latitudes is shown in Fig. .-. At tne time ZJ--pson made his
calel-L'tioms, little a8oc rate inform-aticr existed on the Pbsorption spectr=
of water vapor; however, the cur-ves of ?..are probablyi not very( far
from the truth. The curve for cle.r sv .onaition decreases with increasing



Latitude as expected, since surface temperature, on the average, decreases
.ith increasing latitude. For overcast conditions, essentially no surface
raa.tion goes directly to space because it is absorbed by the atmosphere.
Under these conditions most of the radiation to space comes from a level
somewhat below the tropcpause (tropopause temperature increases with in-
creasing latitude). In the polar regions it was assumed that clouds ake
little difference since they have approximately the same temperature and
emissivity as the earth's surface.

10 20 30 kO 50 60

I. lea S es

.-4

0III ' Mean

c.S 0.250a I

0.200 ....
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.2 1.0

Fig. 3. Terrestrial radiation to space as a function of
latitude. The latitude scale is chosen so as to Siye equal -7.

weight to areal belts about each line of latitude 10o

2. Surface Radiation and Atmospheric Absorption

As can be seen from Table 5, all sizeable portions of the earth's
surface radiate like blackbodies , Surface temperatures vary from a low of
a6iut 220 K to a high0of about 320

0K. The temprature of the stratosphere
varies from about 190 K over the equator to 220 K over the poles. Except
for the 8-13 micron window, the atmosphere is essentially opaque to surface
radiation. Within this window there is a small amount of o-or., absorption
centered at 9.6 microns. Fox ' j.te ov. rc..7: " diticas even the '3-13
micron window is closed to sur radlatioa.

The 8-13 micron windo-; is bounded by water valor absorption on the
short wavelength end and carbon dioxide on the long wavelength side. Carbon
dioxide ia fairly umiformly distributed in the atmosphere (OO3 by volume),
decreasing slightly with altitude. This uniformity does not h old for water
vapor, wh'ch over North America varies in v rtical depth frc= a low of I or
2 = of precipitable water during winter to a high of 60 or 70 pr. m during
the str.er.1 3 'u4 ce the water vapor absorption bands inside the 8-13 micron

12
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Jindow are fairly weak, the decrease in transmission within this window
due to absorton is not a fast-moving function of the precipitable water
path. However, high hunidity is ideal for formation of water droplets which
appreciably increase the scattering of infrared radiation.

TABLE 5
EH.SSIVITIES OF VARIOUS TERESIAL FEA!

MATERIAL EMISSIVITY

Grass .96
Earth, Dry .90 - .95
Earth, Wet .98
Desert .89 - .91
Snow .995
Water .92 - .93
Iwhole Surface, Average .93

NOTE: The temrrature of the surface is assumed to be between 220
and 320 K.

0 If the earth's surface is assumed to have a mean surface temperature of

293 K and an em'ssi"'ity of .93, then the radiation which leaves the groundis 38.9 mv/cm2 . This figure is found simply by use of the Stefen-Boltzmamn

law, which is

W e T, (IO)

where

W =' Radiant emittance (power per unit area)

C = emissivity

T = absolute temperature

7 Stefan-Boltmann constant - 5.672 X 1O '/ /deg

However, the atmosphere even .ier cloudJe'..; s!'q conditions permits only
about 18% of this radiation to reach space (see Appeinlt 2). Therefore,
about 7.0 mv/cm2 reaches space when no clouds are pre3ent. For a mean cloud
cover of 54% the average surface emission that penetrates the atmosphere is
only 3.2 mw/cm2 . The remaining 35.7 mr/cm2 which comes frm the earth's
surface is absorbed by the atmoaphere, on the average.

3. Self-Emission by the Atmoshere

Water tapor is the major source of lc g-wave radiation to space.
In the lower atmosphere it radiater trith relatively high emissivity and a

13



f'a~: , -= * %veraze temperature, but most of the outward bound radiation is-
e. c-rbea ,iha reradiated by progressively rarer and cooler water vapor.
Abcve the tropopause, emission by water vapor is small. The apparent water
vapor radiance as measured by a satellite radiometer should be the same as
that of a blackboAy at a temperature which is equal to the upper troposphere
temperature.

If we take .35 as the mean total planetary albedothen 65% of solar
radiation is absorbed by the earth's surface and atmosphere, on the average.

"e global mean temperature has changed very little over the last
S- ... safe c = e that all the solar energ absorbed is radiated

* x , ce (bt in a different wavelength region). Therefore, the average
- plaetna-y radiant emittance is (.65) (S/4) or 22.§ mw/cm2 , which is

,;...Il Co the total radiant emittance of a blackbody at 252 K (equivalent
.... c:bcdy te:mperature). It should be pointed out that the concept of
equivalent blackbody temperature should be used with caution, especially If
the boL in question has a low emissivity or is a selective emitter. For

- it Li auL safe to no.La (w tn bare nands) a puliLh . al-uminum sheet
'c:niss~vity = 0.1) that is radiating with an equivalent blackbody temperature
-f 290 K (17 0 C or o20F), because the actual temperature of the aluinum is

As mentioned earlier the stratosphere absorbs slightly less tnan 3%
-,f .:olar Lrrr.diation. If the stratosphere is in over-all radiative
. *:J'ibriA it must have a mean radiant emittance of (.03) (S/4) or
1.0 mw/cm. This radiation is due to carbon dioxide and water vapor with a
small contribution by ozone. The mean long-wave radiation to space is
.'.'ided uD as follows: mean surface radiation - 3.2 mw/cm2, stratosphere -

1.0 mw/cm2, troposphere - 18.6 mw/cm2 .

Radiation in Five Spectral Regions

1. Region O*P-: 0.2 - 5.5 Microns

In this region the outgoing energy is due to reflected and scattered
solar radiation. The contribution from the portion of the earth's surface
(assumed to be a diffuse reflector) within the detector's field of view is

,A .oS cosO cos, % (1)

where
jS NA  = apparent surface .diaice (pow.:/ara/su.Id anle)

o w surface reflectivity

S = solar constant = 140 mw/cm
2

.a .= mean atmospheric transmission of incident solar radiation
for sun at zenith angle e

% mean atmospheric transmission of reflected solar radiation
for detector zenith angie *.

t "1.4
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Zenith angles 8 and * are.measured frcm the portion of the surface within
the detector's instantaneous field of view. It should be pointed out that
the look angle of the detector (i. e., the angle measured from the vertically
downwar d direction at the detector to the portion of the surface within
the detector's field of view) is approximately equal to 0 for small zenith
angles only. The relationship between detector look angle and 0 is
discussed in Appendix 3.

If the instantaneous atmospheric absorption and scatterig coefficients
a-u not single-valued functions of altitude over a broad area, then the
transmissions a and q are dependent on azimuthal angles as well as zenith
angIes. Even ir the transmissions were not dependent on azimuthal angles,'
q would not precisely equal q. when 9 a $,because the average transmission
over a spectral region containing many atmospheric absorption- lines does
not follow the simple exponential absorption law for a single isolated
absorption line. However, for the sake of simplicity, "e shall assume that
the mpan tranonission at any zenith angle j can be expressed with a fair

degree of accuracy by

m ~ 12)* qo

where .7.

qo - mean transmission at k - 0

m - optical air mass at angle i.

For less than about 700 or 750 we can express m in the same form given
in Eq. (7),

A - M sec#. (13)

where m0 is the mean optical air mass for # - 0. For a path between space
and sea level m = 1. For air masses at angles greater then about 750 see
.!ppendix 1. 

0

nr=m Eq. (, we see thar the maximum values of NA occur at 0 - 0 in
those regions(and times) where p is high, a* and mo are small. However,
except for certain snow-cap; -d mountains. !-: o'es not normalLy occur at
the lower latitudes when &min s sall. A1.o, the value of cl near sea
'level is generally higher in regions where 9rin is small. For a snow-
capped mountain we shall assume that p - .85, emin - 0, * = 0, and

-4 a qO a .85 to obtain a reasonable maximum value of NA for the earth's
surface. Therefore,

*0 is the mimum bolAr zenith angle reached during the course of
the

15



(0 (.85)2.

27 r./cm'/ster (snow capped mountain).

For snowat sea-level we shall assume that p - .85, m i 35 ° , - 0, and
qo= .75. Therefore,

. (.85) 1 (.819) (.75)2.22

= ic mw/cm/ster (snow at sea level).

The lower-lyng ithick clouds generally have high albw !os. Very thick
- V. .. ..e alt~,cs in the neighborhood ut .75 alLkiouvh albedr* as

::In as .'5 have e ±n recorded i-, a Fe instances. Atmospheric transmission
S:=Zected solar radiation from stratus clouds to space is about .85 (for

:11. Therefcre !:L for very thick stratus cloud- is almost as high as
• -' t a.w-capped tnhe-in. Since the avere.e stratus cloid has an

aibedc of abouT . 5, w:hich is much higZher than that of most of the earth's
surface, the cf n±h lee. sin.als received in region one

- :,. mcrons) w.ll cme from clouds. Table 6 shows apparent radiance
l-es fzr v trizus types of surfaces and different cloud thicknesses due

to reflected sc lar radiaticn.

APA7 - *R r ' .A E VALUJ2 OF VARIOUS EARTH SURFACE FEATURES

APPAIPFJT RADIAICE

;no--capped =oatain 27
Snov at sea level .05 16

:, se .25 6.3

Earth .10 2.5
Rzck .i- 3.5
.- t "•.0s 1.5

r.0 0.8

'.c-*~ stratus zl 4 1. 24

AversZe str" .a.s c7ou -.- 18

.-. 'e:w r e -, sof varicus earth surface features
in rezin Cne (::..cr:,s) *ue to reflected solar

rv~ia:'a. 'r ;n t, r zenith a:nies ere azs-c. to
be 0 :.ceet f L Ct sn s sea.,- feLture where the

zoJlar ze:-i-4.h rnz-le is taken az

16



2. Region T7wo: 8 - 30 Microns

In this region the radiation received by the detector will oe due
almost entireli to the self-emission by the earth's surface and atmosphere.
The radiation received from any portion of the earth's surface is confined
to the 8 - 13 --icron window. Assmxing the earth's surface to radiate as a
graybody with an emissivity of .93 then the apparent radLance in the 8 - 13
micron region uder clear s.-r conditions is given by

13 am t

-*.93 C 3  0% - (14)NA =.3c r c
%5 e . _ •

where

C1  U 11.9 for NA in m/cm2/ster

C2  a 14,400 micron-degrees K

X =wavelength in micrcns

T a temperature in K

qo = atmospheric tranamissiou at wavelength X for 0 zenith angles

m = optical air mass (m is a function of zenith angle s).

Equation (14) is too complex to be treated analytically. However, it can
be approximated -ithout large error by

CA 93q c , (15)
NA, 0 117

where q is the mean transmis;!on in the - 15 micron reg". fr 0 zenith
angle. Figures 4 and 5 show t. apI-ent' ra::nu= values i:a the * - 13
micron region as a function of .%cctor zenith enmge for various !r.r:h
surfaces when q is .75 and .85,respectively.

.The apparent self-radiance of the atmosphere is primarily due to water
vapor (and drcplets). Since water vapor ernissivity is a function of the
amount of preripitable vater in the path, the apparent radiance oC the at-
mosphere will vary wi-h detector zenith a:1 e a However, :Il w±L t vary
rapidly with 1:. For a water path of only 2 or 3 pr. mm the avera;e
emissivity in th., region (8 - 30 microns) at a tempereture of :500°F is
already ap;reciable (about .3). Thicl. dense clcuds have an ezissivit: of
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stout I and, therefore, have aa apparent radiance equal to that of a
%ortion of the earth's surfzce which is at the same temperature as the
,.loud top. Since clcuds are usually cooler than the ground below, it can
be expected that clouds will often have a lover apparent radiance than the
adjacent ground areas, However, the reverse is true for those conditions
when clouds are warmer than the ground. In general, the differece in
radiance between cloud and ground should be small, although in extreme
LaseS the ground can have twice the radiance of a dense cloud.

order to obtain a maximum unclouded atmospheric radiance value we
. e t..-a over the warm .regions of the earth the atmosphere radiates

.- ;zrtyb:4/' at 27-)K with an average zenith eissivity (s - 0) of .5 in

.m- - icron spectra. region. With these assumptions we obtain for
~Adccnditi.ns at 4 = 0

NA - 3.5 mw/em /ster (atmosphere).

If the ground is at a temperature of 320°K and qo - .75 we see from Fig.
that at 0 , O, assuming no clouds,

N, .5 =n/cn/ster (ground).

For these ccnditions the detector will measure an apparent radiance ,,f
mw/cm/ster. If this region is covered with dense clouds with an .verage
- . of, say, '30OK then the total radiance for ..85 will be
=r/cm2/ster. The lcwest radiance values that can be expected will, occur

ia regioii 4h.e the ro-und temperature is approximately 220 K (q, 11 .85)
and the atmosphere is at about the same temperature with an avera~e zenith
'mzzivit of .3. For this :ase the total radiance at 0 a 0 is ab it
l.': mw/cm.-/ster. If cloud cover is present the total radiance figure will
not change appreciably.

3. Re.;ion Tlree: 8 - 12 Microns

The 8 - 12 micron bandwidth is intended for the measurement of
radiation from the earth's surface and clouds. Since the surface radiation
that ree.ch4s space in this region is almost the same as that in region two,
Figires . end 5 may be used for radiatior, estimnates. For greater accuracy
the values shown in the f±i,.-re.. J'i be r.A.d -i -f 1006 for re 6 ion thra,.

The difference in the received radiation between that of channels two
cri± three will *ce a measure of the contribution to the space radiation by
thz: unclouded a mzphere. The radiation received b:, the unclouded.
atmosphere in chaLnm!l three -il be much lower than that for channel two

- 3 icrons). In ... c the smaller bandwidth of channel three the
aver4ge ,a-th em~isivi~y :f th. at=osphere #.n region three 13 aboat 1/3
that f.'r region two. 7he .ean zenith atmos ieric raLance for an average
air t;empe;rat-ire of -70 K Is onl;- 0.35 74/cm ister for region three, which is

do



'/"0 that for the 8 - 30 micron region. The corresponding maximum
radiance in this channel under the same assumptions maie for channel two
(ground temperature Wf 320°K, qo of .75, no clouds) is 4.4 m/cm2/ster.

4. Region Four: 0.55 - 0.75 Microns

The visible region is well suited for determining cloud cover under
daylight conditions since the contrast between clouds and most surface
fei.tures is generally high. The red end of the visible spectrum (.55 - .75
5.: ons) is a particularly good region becaise there is less scattering
1: sojlr radiation by the atmosphere in this region than i. ue uiue
tiuu of the spectrum (this is the reason that the s1V appeareblue). A
little over 19% of all solar radiation is concentrated in region four.
S:,ice -L solt±r con.4-aaz is 140 mw/cm2 , about 27 mw/cm2 enters the earth's
atmosphere (at nor-ual incidence) in this spectral region. For radiance
calculations we may use Eq. (11) if we replace the solar constant S in that
equation by .193. Therefore, for region four

A= 8.,p t q ose Cos*, (16)

where the symbols used have the same meaning as before. Cloutlj have a '-a
range of reflectivity depending on cloud type and thickness. For thick,
dense cloud. with a reflectivity of .75 the apparent radiance is, assuming
e - 0 O, q0 - .93:

NA . (8.6) (.75) (.93) 2 - 5.6 mw/cm 2/ster.

The reflectivity of surface features in region four is approximately
the same as the a.Lbedo figures shown in Table 3. The lowest reflectivity
that can be expected for the darkest surface is about .030. For qo .90
this yields an apparent zenith radiance of

22NA - (8.6) (.030) (.90) - 0.21 mw/Cm 2ster.

Actually this figure will be higher because of the radiation scattered back
by the atmosphere. If we *,::e .O!5 as :. reasonable %alu : zenith "air
reflectivity" then the above, adiz-,nce valuw e-'-emes 0.33 /cj'/ster. For
e a -0, atmospheric scat-ct '.N between cloud top heights and space does
not contribute significantly to the value of ',A for cljuJ.i. For clouds,
therefore, the maximum to minimum radiance ratio that can be expect.d in
region four is 17. This ratio will become smaller if 9 and 0 increase.

Fr chtnmel four when the detector is looking at snow-covered reeia..U
the apparent radiance will be zoevhat h.- her than thAt of thick dense
clouds and almost 50% higher than ,:veragv stratus clouds. For q " .9') the
apparent sno .adiance is 5.9 m/cmi?/ster. TO the contribution ntMN; -
pheric s.attering is in-luded, NA P r snow is _.0 mw/cm2/ster.
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.eg3n Five: . - -.. .-.itrzs

.r--is region covers one of the most intensive water vapor absorption
hands h e electroa-- atic spectrum. Practically speaking, no radiation
other than tha-. due to -ater vapor emission leaves the atmosphere in this

r Because :-f the great absorptivity, emission by water vapor in this
iz, the 1:-zer atmosphere, is absorbed ard reradiated (at a lower tem-

.- . ) " water vapor in the higher layers of the atmosphere. Above the
e . re is so little urater vapor that even 6.3-micron radiation

. " - a i-eat :eal of attenuation. Effectively, this radia-
.o ....fr altitude soevhat belo' the tropopause.

-i.. therefre be a measure of the tropopause

i:=e : rcp:pause te=perat*ue varies from about 190°K over the" cr .tc _ o. ver -he thz.e... apparent radiance in the wavelength

';zet,-ee, 5.7 ar. .3 icrors shz~uld vary from abocut =,,! v/nster to
m ..-. er. 'the tropopause regioa does not contain

- -L e -:.--. c " t , -,tet1y absorb the .3-micror radiation
- - " -. n-- -:5.' .-.... .- it. Although the -water vapor

.- . - . a.tziit4i .. elx' the tropopause, so,
.... .. .-- . at the ples). The net resu.t is an

" .is hijher than the 190 - 220 K range
:-.-... -e3 5 f- --.- - ._Ucat an effective radiation t empera-

.... . . _-I-..e . z .,es an ap2-arent radiance level range
-. . " 3 =,.--,, -- ,ster in . .. ,.five.

-he'- ....z .aiv co=es fr= an area --'hich ccnpletely fills
"h .-etez:r £' in -,tane:-s fie!' of "iew (aszumed to be small), then the
_z . -rezi.ei aetcgor, P, in a zpecife. spectral region, f,. can

t (17)

%-ere

"" = a?.:.f rt.e he target in the spectral region &A

= .rs~ -e, s z, Id io v%.nle field -)f vicu

, *= . e """ aperture area

. - : :snission of optical system in the spectri'l
resi¢ a ..

, ;//7"

' I , i



The calculated signal-to-noise ratio in the spectral region ZX is

PN FN

where P,1 is the noise equivalent power of the detector. If we let VN be the
RM.- noise voltage at the output of the bolometer bridge then

SVN (19)
PN r

where r is the bolometer bridge responsivity. For th. purpose of illus-
tration we shall calculate signal-to-noise ratios for the satellite radio-
meter described in Ref. 1 which employs thermistor bolcaeters as detectors.
For our purpose the important radiometer characteristics (taken from Ref. 1)
are:

Am  - .63 C2

1 .009 steradians

VN - .65 microvolts

r a 21 volts/watt

Channel 1 2 3 5 5
tax .90 .21 .15 .55 .35

Table 7 lists the maxim-am value of S/N that can be expected for each channel.
If the system noise and responsivity are different from that assu=d above
tX assumed to remain constant) then the S/N values given in Table,,7 should
be multiplied by

.8 r 3 3. X ± 0"

VN FN

where r is measured In volts/watt, VN in volts, and P.. in watts.
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TAPLE 7
MAXriUM VALUE OF S/N FOR EAH CMIWEL

CHANNEL 3'I.-. T N (M) s/I (max)
(microns) (rrrje2/ster)

1 .2 - 5.5 27 4,500
2 8 -30 8.0 300
3 8 -12 4.4 120

.55 - .75 6.3 640
5 5.5 --.q .18 12

'The values for channel 1 are :or a snow-capped mountain
in the lower latitudes. If the detector's field of view is
grea-6er than tho snow-covered reeion the S/N will be smaller
than that shown.

A study is made of planetary radiation received by a satellite radio-
meter looking at various portions of the earth's surface and atmosphere.
The received radiation is divided into five spectral regions or chianels.
;ae wavelengths and purpose of each channel are given belw:

(1) 0.2 - 5.5 microns (total albedos of the earth)
(2) 8 - 30 microns (total emission from the earth)
(3) 8 - 12 microns (surface and cloud emission)
(4) 0.15 - 0.75 microns (cloud cover)
(5) 6. •3 1 10% microns (tropopause temperature)

in order to intelligently interpret the data received by the satellite
raliometer it is essential to understand the contributions made by the sun,
earth's surface, and atmosphere in the five spectral regions listed above,

a. Sun: Radiates essentially as a blackbody at 5800°Ko Over
99t it the radT--ion reaching the earth lies in the 0.2 - 5.5 micron spectral
region.

b. Earth's Surface: Even at 3100K (98?F) the earth'a surface
emits less tha 3%S of its radiati" .i in the ch.in. Nr-- region W.2 - 5.5
microns). Much less than 3"0 of the .adiation in this spectral region
reaches space because of absorption .ad scatterig by the atmosphere. The
major portion of sirface radiation which reaches space lies in the channel
three region (8 - 12 microns).

c. Atmosphere: The atmosphere plays a doinant role in terrestrial
radiation tec' use of is scattering, reflectin( (clouds), radiating, and
selective absorption properties. OC the average, assining a mean cloud
cover of 514, the atspher absorbs 17% -nd re,lects or scatters out about
'1; of solar radietioa. Of the total outgoing planL ary radiation due to
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self-emissicn, .- ocmes from the atmosphere, the remaining 14% comes
directly from the earth's surface, on the average.

The maximum and iinimum radiance levels that can be expected within
each -ch-n-1- is shown in the table below.

CHANNEL BAIMWIDTE MAX. RADIANCE MIN. RADIANCE
(microns) (mw/=2/ster) (m/cm2 /ster)

1 .2- 5.5 27 0
2 8- 30 8.0 1.6
3 8 12 4.4 1.5
4 .55 - .75 6.0 0
5 5. - 6.9 .18 .03

-- The maximun radiance level for channel one is for a snow-capped mountain in
- the lower latitudes. If the detector's field of vie, is greater than the

snow-covered region, the apparent radiance as measured by the detector will
be lower than that shown. The minim radiance values listed for channels
one and four are for night conditions when the received radiation is below
the noise equivalent power of the detector.
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APPENDI 1

0MrICAL AIR SS

Although the term "optical air mass" originally referred to the visible
region, it is now used for the ultraviolst and infrared regions as well. The
concept of optical air mass was developed in an attempt to quantitatively
ae'-ount for the decrease in the apparent brightness of heavenly bodies with
la-:reest in zenith angle 0 under unclouded conditions. If qo is the zenith
ttrospheric tran-missivit- (e 0 0) at a particular monochrcrni.tic wavelength
.. I.d nd is the transmissivity at zvnith angle A, then the optical air mass
m is deined by the equation

m
- qO.

in practice qo and qa are never measured using monochromatic radiation.* If
narrow enough bandviths are chosen the values of qo and ; can be closely
approxiimated for monochromatic radiation. However, use of monochromatic
values of transmiscivity generally make radiation calculations over noz.%,
bandwidths very difficult. For simplicity qo and m are evaluated for
narrow nonzero bandwidths. When atmospheric attenuation is due primarily
to scattering, as is the case throughout most of the visible, fairly
accurate predictions can be made using a &N of, say, .05h.-

The uucorrected optical air mass mu (measured from sea level) is given
by the simple expression

m - seoG.

U

This formula is based on the following assumptions:

a. the earth is flat

b. there is negligible atmospheric refraction

c. at any in Aent cf time a" I atmosphtric ..: .perties
affecting transmission vary Ith altituis o-Ay (not with latitude. end
longitude).

d. atmospheric transmission obeys Beer's law

-*"kcdr

*A monochromatic wave has a wo ,lenr3th bandwidth of zero. The amount of

radiatee Lenert contained within a zero bandwidth from any real source
(lasers included) is precisely 0.
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k =extinction cross section

a - particle concentration

dr elerunizal path length.

Table 8 lists two sets Of values of optical air mass for several zeaith
n.sbased on (1) the simple secant formula and (2) a more complex fr-.mula

3.-n:'orad. which considers earth curvature and atmospheric refraction.
it that the divergence between the tbro is s-a1 except for large zenith

TAM-E dz

OPT'ICAL AnR MASS AS A FU3CTI0N OF WITflH 1LE

=1"TM_ ANGLE 0 0 60 700 B00 .50 80

5:1 ALI F0O4U 1.00 2.000 2.924" 5.76 u1.47 28.7
BEEXPRAD 1.00 1.5095 2.9004 5.60 10.39 19.8

For both cases sbcwn it is assumed that atmospheric
particle concentration varies with altitude only and that
there is no overcast.

Under the assumptions stated, use of Bemporad' a values of optical air
mass shown in Table 8 will give a fairly accurate relationship between

aand q0 for narrow bandwidths in the viLsV-le region. The accuracy de-
creases scmevhat for the infrared region where the predoeinant cause of
attenuation is generally due to absorption rather than to scattering. Even
t'or L% I a .05, absorption of radiation in the infrared does not follow
Beer' s law as stated above.* For moderate absorber concentrati~ons the error
involved in predicting q, will be tolerable In most instances if e is not
lar-ge. Fo^r large values of e the error becomesa appreciable.
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APPENDIX 2

AV-A=E TRASMISSION THROtCZ A P1IMARY AT-14F0S E

In order to sinplify the problem of determining the average transmissioa

of surface radiaion (emission) through an atmosphere in the form of a

cphe'1 cal shel 7 we make the following assumptions:

a. scattering is negligible

b. the atmospheric absorption coefficient changes with altitude

c. appreciable absorption occurs only at altitudes which are 
small

cupared to the sphere's radius.

/+"" 4. the :.phere' s surface radiates in accordance with Lambert' s'

cosine lav

e. the optical air mass m at zenith angle 8 is given ay

m,. ' sece.

The surface radiant intensity J@ in the x direction (see Fig. 6) leav-

ing the atmosphere fro an elemental bann dA subtending an angle e at the
sphere's center is

W
d _ - cos8 % dA (20)

where

W radiant emis.-ic, of sphere (power/unit area)

.tmospheric transmission in the x direction from elemental

area dA.

The total surface radiant intensity to space in the x direction 
is

therefore

x/2 W. 42

J W -1 = , cosSdA. (21)

o o2
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Outer
Space

,11

1 1

Atmosphere/

Fi . Germetzr for calculatinig average transmission of
a planetar*y atmosphere. The band dA is chosen symetrcalIl
about the x axis.

The average transmission of a planetary atmosphere qav can be definda

/ 
I. dJ 9

1r/2,

0

w.here

dJ: . * (23)
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The dencminatcr in Eq. (22) is the total surfade radiant intensity to space,
neglecting atmospheric attenuation. From Eqs. (20), (22), and (23) we get

r~1
I ' cose dA

%av M "' '-

nf/2

cose dA

The elemental area dA is eoqaol to the circuference of the ba.ni multipl.ed

by the width of the band. Therefore,

dA (2nry) (Rd). (05)

Since y P R sine (see Fig. 6),

dA u2ffR4 si.-W db. U4?)

Substitution of this expression for dA into Eq. (24) leal$ to

qa, af sinO coGs ii. (7

Pro assumption (e) we have

sec)
q9 qo

where qo is the average value of atmospheric transmission for 8 - 0. If
we let u a secO, and

-k'

where k is a parameter that is independent of 8, we get

qa -- du . .-.)

31
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= e'k (I k) *k2 da, (30)

e = . Te exponential interal in Eq. (30) is tabul~ted in many
!;. _s c_±' inte.-a-s. For convenience some values of the integral are shown

.LZ 9
.ALLES OF THE .- rPOMTIAL I GTEGRAL

.10 .;0 .30 .35 .40 .50 .70 1.0 1.5 2.0

ed 1.82 1.22 .906 .794 .702 .560 .374 .219 .100 ,.049

* Th7ie averagc zenith traisnission of the earth's atmosphere in the 8 - 13
%iron indow, assuin, no clouti-, is about .70 which is equivalent to
,i .35. Therefore,

%a (8-13u) a (.70) (1-.35) + (.115) (.794) - .55.

A bi.ckbody at 293PK radiates 32r of its energy in the a - 13 micron region.
3ince the atmosphere is effectively opaque to 2930K radiation outside this
region, only (.55) (.,2) or 18% of surface radiation is transmitted through
a cloudless atmosphere, on the average.

32
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SA TELLITE D- _.RT O T LWK AVIG: ARD = .I H A GLE

Figure 7 illustrates the re.aPtoahip between detector look ang1e and
zenith angle. AtLospheric refraction ib igncred in this i'..a.,...

oD

,P 

p

F i g . 7 . D ete c t o r l o o k a n g l e g e m e tr y . T h e a e t e c t o r D a t a n
altiude h has a lo:: angle 6' to a point P on the earth's
surface. The detector zenitb angle ' is measured from the
normal to the surface at P. R is the radius of the er-th with
center at 0.

"se of the law of sines in triamna 1 OPD leads to

' -+ (.)

where
e - detector zenith angle

0 ' a d e te c t o r ioO 4 a n g l e

h a detector altitude

R a radius of ei~.rh.

FPi . 6 shows a plot of v as a functten of 6' based on Ee. (el) for various
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APPMI)f( J4

LATENT VT TANSF F" 1 TO EVAPORATION

If C is the amount of heat per unit area required to evaporate a mass
M of water then

Q (32)

wh. re

L - latent heat of vaporization of water

A = surface area of the water.

L is the amount of heat required, at a given temperature, to evaporate a
unit mass of water. The mass of any substance of uniform density p and
volume V is given simply by the product oV. If we visualize rainfall as
being equally distributed over the earth's surface to a height h, then the
volume of water is

V . 1xR'h, (33)

where R is the radius of the earth. Eq. (33) is valid only if h is very
small ccnpared to R, which is a safe assumption for our case. Therefore,

m a 4spR2 h (314)

and Eq. (32) beccas

A 0 ))

'ihe surface area of the water is

A - x (R +h) 2 -  R2. (36)

Therefore,

- ph. (37)

If it talkes a time t for all the water to evaporate, then the average power
per unit area W required over the time interval t is

.w .
W a-r (38)
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?,.:r w'ater at 20 0C,

L -585 cal/ga 2,4i50 Joules/ge

'Since the global mean rainfall is about 100 cm, the value of W averaged
over t year (3.16 x 107 see) is-7.8 wv/cm2 .
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